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ABSTRACT
The launch of the Tactical Satellite-2 (TacSat-2) carrying the Navy’s Target Indicator Experiment (TIE) payload has
provided the first opportunity to test some of the constructs used in its development, and that of its predecessor,
TacSat-1 Flying the TIE payload for the past eleven months has demonstrated, and validated, the approaches taken,
proving that flexibility, extensibility, and software portability can decrease development time, increase the
leveraging of existing tools, and help control software development costs. However, our experience has shown that
this flexibility can create challenges in managing day-to-day payload operations.
INTRODUCTION

collection of the Automatic Identification System (AIS)
signal now required on large ships by international
maritime law, U.S. Coast Guard (USCG) regulations,
and insurance requirements.

The TacSat-2 spacecraft, which evolved from the Air
Force Research Laboratory (AFRL) Roadrunner (RR)
program, is the second in a series of Operationally
Responsive Space satellites built to experiment with
making space-based assets more relevant and
responsive to the needs of tactical forces. This
spacecraft was sponsored by AFRL, the Office of the
Secretary of Defense (OSD)/Office of Force
Transformation and Director, Defense Research &
Engineering, OSD/Advanced Concept Technology
Demonstration, Air Force Space Command, Space Test
Program, US Navy, and US Army. TacSat-2 was
successfully launched [1] on a Minotaur 1 launch
vehicle into a 420 kilometer circular orbit at 40 degree
inclination on December 16, 2006, from NASA’s
Wallops Island Flight Facility in Virginia shown in
Figure 1. The TacSat-2 spacecraft has completed its onorbit checkout, and is now in an extended user
evaluation period.

Like the TacSat-1 payload that preceded it, the TIE
payload is fairly unique for spaceflight hardware in its
use of Commercial-Of-The-Shelf (COTS) and
Government-Of-The-Shelf (GOTS) technology. With
the short design life requirement of one year, and the
sponsor’s acknowledgement and encouragement to take
greater risks, with an understanding of the potential
consequences, the payload design team was able to use
non-radiation hardened COTS equipment to meet
demanding cost and schedule constraints.
Despite numerous funding delays, the TIE payload was
developed for less than $4.8M. The payload electronics
were delivered 18 months after the System
Requirements Review (SRR), and the pay-load antenna
suite was delivered seven months later.

The TIE payload was designed to collect Radio
Frequency (RF) signals over a wide frequency range,
and is an improved version of the TacSat-1 Payload. A
primary improvement was the addition of a software
definable radio receiver and demodulator for the
Huffine

The TIE payload did not experienced any significant
on-orbit anomalies other than occasional disk issues
that will be described later in this paper. The TIE
payload contains numerous static ram-based Field
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Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs), Random Access
Memories (RAM), and processors that are considered
soft, and subject to single event upsets. Nevertheless,
while the TacSat-2 spacecraft is in a fairly benign orbit
from a radiation standpoint, the TIE payload has not
experienced any reboots or data corruption that have
been determined to be radiation induced.

homeland defense. Because the TIE is a LINUX based
payload, considerable capability exists for both
adapting and reprogramming the system to
accommodate on-orbit anomalies, experimentation, and
addressing new requirements. [2]
This payload consists of a suite of electronics boxes, RF
components, and antennas that are a mix of COTS
components that have been modified for use in space,
commercial boards and components that have been
packaged specifically for spaceflight, and space
qualified components packaged specifically for this
experiment.[3]
Engineering Layout
The TIE payload is made up of several main
components:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

TIE Controller Unit (TCU)
Interface Unit (PIU)
Payload Power Unit (PPU)
UHF Transponder
Rubidium Clock
Global Positioning System (GPS) Receiver
RF Front End (RFFE)
Antenna Suite

A simplified block diagram of the TIE payload is
shown in Figure 2.
The TCU is built around a compact Peripheral
Component Interconnect (cPCI) architecture and
consists of the Copperfield-2 (CuF-2) module, a digital
signal processor (DSP) module, and a Compact Flash
carrier card that provides extra bulk storage. MR DIG
does most of the digital signal processing, while MR IF
handles the signal conditioning before the signals are
digitized. The MR DIG card consists of a PowerPC
PowerQUICC processor, memory, mass storage, dual
Ethernet ports, six serial ports, six 65 Mega Sample Per
Second (MSPS) Analog To Digital Converter (ADC)
systems, and one Xilinx Virtex II six million gate
FPGA. The MR IF card has two channels of
Intermediate Frequency (IF) processing at 160 MHz.
Finally, a third digital signal processing module uses a
Xilinx Virtex II Pro FPGA for digitizing IF to provide
highly compressed meta-data for a specific mission
requirement.

Figure 1: TacSat-2 Launch From Wallops Island,
VA On 16 December 2006
PAYLOAD OVERVIEW
The TIE payload performs real time signal collection of
RF signals from 0.5 to 18.0 GHz using an adaptation of
an Unmanned Air Vehicle (UAV) heritage payload
design. Real time commanding of the payload and data
down-linking can be performed using an Ultra High
Frequency (UHF) radio transponder system in concert
with a similar radio on the ground that is connected to a
modem and laptop computer. The TIE payload is also
capable of collecting the AIS signal, now required on
large ships, for maritime safety and security, and for
Huffine

The cPCI chassis assembly is mounted in a hermetic
enclosure filled with nitrogen as shown in Figure 3.
Two ruggedized fans attached to the internal chassis
circulate the nitrogen in the enclosure between the
chassis and the baseplate to maintain the components
within acceptable temperature limits. The fans are
2
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orientated so that they rotate in opposite directions to
cancel their angular momentum, which could otherwise
adversely impact the spacecraft’s attitude control
system. Due to the non-standard cPCI implementation
with the power supply not directly attached to the bus,
careful tuning was required to prevent excessive
voltage losses, including limiting 3.3 volt wire length to
less than twelve inches long.

data, which provides enough storage for the types of
collections the TIE payload is likely to perform.
Currently, there are no provisions for real-time
streaming of data from the TCU through the IAU to
either the Space Ground Link System (SGLS) or
Common Data Link (CDL) data down-links.4,5
[Experience is showed that this would be a useful
feature, particularly as the duty cycle of TIE operations
increases, the CASI data transfer sequences begin to
become a significant area of overhead and optimizing
this procedure may be advantageous]

Command And Telemetry System
Despite the advanced Ethernet bus the TIE internal
components use to communicate, a conventional bidirectional RS-422 serial arrangement is used for the

Figure 2: TIE Payload Block Diagram
command and low rate telemetry interface to the
TacSat-2 bus. The TIE telemetry messages are wrapped
within a bus telemetry packet in the bus CCSDS format,
and may be solicited by the bus, or sent unsolicited. In
practice, the TIE generates only unsolicited telemetry.
All TIE telemetry packets are of a fixed 544 byte size to
accommodate efficient parsing in the TacSat-2
Integrated Avionics Unit (IAU) Field Programmable
Gate Array (FPGA). 5
A high-speed interface to the spacecraft bus consists of
a synchronous serial interface that operates at 2 Mbits
per second. TIE data is transferred from the TCU into
the IAU's memory at the end of a data collection event.
From that point the TacSat-2 bus manages the data, and
may shut down the TIE payload to save power. The
IAU's memory can accommodate up to 60MB of TIE
Huffine

Figure 3: Transparent View Of The TCU
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TOOLS FOR RAPID DEVELOPMENT
There was a great deal of hardware and software
commonality between the TIE and TacSat-1 payload
suites. As such, the TIE payload was an evolutionary
improvement over the TacSat-1 experiment, and
benefited from many of the lessons learned during the
development of TacSat-1 space vehicle. A notable area
where the payload team's experiences were different
from the space vehicle involved co-locating the team
members. From a space vehicle development
perspective, our experience was that the entire team
being co-located to keep communication and
collaboration between different disciplines as efficient
as possible was necessary to successfully complete a
complex, multi-discipline project in a short period of
time. For both TIE and TacSat-1 programs the payload
development team was geographically dispersed. We
believe our approach for creating incremental target
platforms allowing for early integration was key in
making a widely dispersed development team
successful.

CVS

Software configuration management tools allow
developers to maintain code versioning and track
changes

Huffine

Common Gateway Interface for web applications
allows rapid prototyping of GUI displays

VPN

Virtual Private Networks allow the development
network to become independent from the larger IT
infrastructure

Development
Server

While each user could and often did keep their
code in local repositories, the central development
server had all of the compilation and specialized
tools necessary to build the network

NFS

Network File System provided the centralized file
system environment for development of all the
embedded software and mounting those files onto
individual development (and embedded) hosts

E-Log

Another collaboration tool designed to provide a
virtual “notebook” for storage of observations,
procedures, and other data

Since a flight-like test article was not compatible with
the cost and schedule constraints of the overall
program, an emulator unit that replicated the primary
functions of the TIE payload was designed, developed,
and delivered to the spacecraft integrator.
At its core, the TIE hardware contains a generalpurpose processor and the additional hardware
components necessary to meet the payload data
collection requirements. The processor utilized was a
PowerQUICC II, the PowerPC 8266. This processor
was designed primarily for embedded telecommunications applications that were consistent with the
payload needs - data handling. While mostly used in
embedded developments, we discovered there were
several manufacturers with COTS designs. We acquired
the EP8260 from Embedded Planet, and that board
became the core of our emulator system.
While not an exact match for the TIE hardware, the
EP8260 had both the necessary input and output
interfaces as well as the memory and processor speed to
accurately simulate the custom TIE hardware. Also of
importance was the fact that the vendor and the
PowerPC LINUX community had already ported
LINUX to the EP8260 board, and that essential tools
(which are often highly hardware dependent) such as
the boot-loader were supported. In this development,
surprisingly, one of the most difficult aspects of

Description
Software collaboration tool designed to support
file sharing, task list sharing, and other group
project management features

CGI Utilities

TIE Emulator

Table 1: Collaboration Tool Summary
Tool

Virtual Network Computer software allows screen
sharing so that developers could see the same data
simultaneously

Development of the TIE payload, as well as many
others, was conducted in parallel with the TacSat-2
spacecraft.6 In order to minimize integration issues later
in the program each payload was required to provide an
emulator of their system to the spacecraft integrator.
Likewise, the spacecraft bus developer was to provide
an emulator of their system to payload developers.

While travel was often required, the TIE payload
development team successfully utilized a suite of
collaboration tools, listed in Table 1 that kept the team
connected, and allowed them to work together
efficiently. One specific tool that can be useful if
carefully managed is “instant messenger'' technology.
While voice contact is very useful and important, often
very short snippets of information or complex items
(for example, code or file paths) are more efficiently
communicated with quick instant messages. If a
communication only requires a few lines if chat, using
an “always connected” chat tool seems the most
efficient communications method. If more than a few
sentences need to be conveyed, a telephone
conversation becomes more efficient than typing.
Instant messenger technology can also provide some
level efficiency when focused team members need to
communicate with a team leader, and the leader can
multi-task among several disciplines with minimal
disruption. However, this rule does not necessarily
support each person in the development team.
Individual discipline and commitment to use the
collaboration tools are what ensure success.

EIPWare

VNC
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completing the emulator turned out to be obtaining the
connectors required for the break-out card that allowed
the I/O pins on the EP8260 to be accessed from the
daughter card that was designed to provide the external
I/O. Often in a embedded system porting effort the
bootstrapping of a board in order to get the features
needed to complete a mission is the most challenging.

IAU Emulator
While work continued on the target hardware, it
became obvious to the payload team that in order to
ensure sufficient end-to-end-testing, an emulator of the
IAU bus functions would be necessary during system
level testing before TIE was delivered. The TIE
payload is fairly complex, and has a fairly large
command and control packet data compared to some of
the other scientific instruments. Emulating the bus had
been envisioned early on in the TIE development, and
supported by the use of the telemetry command and
control system utilized during the TacSat-1 and TIE
payload development. The payload team originally
planned to emulate the bus completely in software.

Once the TIE emulator was assembled, we began to
port the payload control software suite over to the
emulator software baseline. The control software
migrated directly from the configuration management
suite for the primary payload hardware, and followed a
similar build and distribution process. The emulator
suite then could be loaded onto a laptop that served as
the file server and the user interface into the emulator
system via the Ethernet connection.

The payload control software is designed in layers; at
the lowest level, Linux kernel drivers that communicate
with hardware. At the highest level, application
software connects into servers accepting TCP/IP socket
connections. This layered approach allows the
application software to connect into servers that in turn
are connected to hardware surrogates. The hardware
surrogates may provide a transport layer to another
interface, or be emulated. From the OSI model, the RS422 interface would be considered the physical layer
(handled by kernel drivers) and would provide
information at the data link layer). It was in this way
that the first level of bus emulation was achieved. The
commanding system bypassed the operating system
driver-level RS-422 interface, injecting commands and
receiving packetized telemetry from the data-link layer.
At this level, all of the packet framing and other unique
characteristics of the payload-bus interface control
document (ICD) were exercised5 -- but the lowest-level
hardware characteristics (only available in the target
hardware) were bypassed.

The result was that in short order, an emulator was
brought up that provided access to the TIE low and high
speed interface types which provided emulation of the
telemetry system as well as the full functionality of the
command and response system. While the sensorspecific hardware was not present, much of the
telemetry information was centered around the built-in
instrumentation in the Linux Operating System. Some
sensor-specific telemetry packets were simulated such
that they could be played back to represent the real
telemetry and data as produced by the payload. From
an interface and command and telemetry standpoint, the
emulator provides a high fidelity method of simulating
the interface and the TIE software suite.
Once the TIE emulator was delivered to the Air Force
Research Laboratory, it was used by the spacecraft
avionics contractor (Broad Reach Engineering) in order
to verify the interfaces in their IAU (integrated avionics
unit) with the TIE payload. The testing that was
enabled by the use of the TIE emulator helped to solve
integration problems before the delivery of both the
IAU and the TIE payload -- crucial for meeting the
demanding schedule. In the end, some basic changes
were made to the packet structures in some cases to
ensure that the IAU was able to process and respond to
TIE packets properly.

The resulting bus emulator hardware was just a
modification of the TIE emulator hardware that had
been developed, providing the reciprocal interfaces. In
order to minimize the software development necessary,
a very simplified version of the payload control
software was utilized, removing most components
except for those that provided the interface between the
serial interfaces and the Ethernet utilized in the
packetized control from the command and telemetry
software.

Once the flight-ready IAU was delivered to AFRL, and
the integration of the spacecraft was proceeding, the
TIE emulator was the “stand-in'' until TIE was
delivered in November 2005.
While the payload
control software (PLC) and payload device software
evolved, the interface did not change except in a few
packets to revise the contents or fields.

Huffine

This approach did open the door to the possibility that
the bus-emulator software wasn't completely
independent from the payload software, and that a bug
in both may be more difficult to diagnose. (This is also
true of the Linux kernel software. In both cases fairly
limited-use synchronous serial code was depended upon
to implement these function). Nevertheless the bus
emulator became a valuable tool in ensuring that the
5
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NRL implementation of the ICD was faithful to the
document.

over the network to COMET. In fact, COMET was data
source agnostic - it worked identically with the data if it
was being streamed from a SSOH file via the actual
spacecraft and payload, or from one of the levels in the
telemetry and data abstraction - emulator hardware
connection or injection into the socket-level data
payload control software data connections.

EMULATING THE BUS
During the initial TacSat-1 development, the payload
designers found themselves a little at odds with the
more experienced space veterans.5 Those veterans were
used to space systems where every bit was precious and
packetized telemetry was the standard way of business.
The primary payload designers were more used to
system level debug and logging systems, in the
UNIX/LINUX tradition. After learning more about the
limitations of common spacecraft avionics suites, the
payload engineers understood the need for the efficient
use of the down-link, up-link, and on-board storage.
The TacSat-2 bus IAU provided 4 MB of packet
telemetry buffer available in a circular-buffer
implementation. If the stored-state-of-health (SSOH) in
that buffer is not downloaded every day or two, the
buffer fills up and wraps around, overwriting the initial
data stored.

As time passed from the beginning of the TacSat-1
development through to today and the operation of the
TIE payload, the host hardware for the COMET
software had been an Sun Ultra Sparc 10 computer,
which was compatible with the baseline of government
owned software we utilized. When it became necessary
to move the entire software infrastructure over to an
isolated network, we simply didn't have the hardware
available to support another Solaris 8 implementation
of COMET.
With about a week's work, we were able to port the TIE
baseline of COMET over to Solaris 10 running on an
i386 architecture, and build a VMWARE virtual
computer. Thus, we were able to build as many copies
of the COMET system as necessary for our engineering
efforts. (The topic of the use of virtual machines to
emulate old/obsolete hardware is beyond the scope of
this paper. The utility is very important, and was
demonstrated in an unexpected way during TacSat-2
operations)

Interface and Control Systems (ICS) developed the
TacSat-2 ground command and control infrastructure
for AFRL on their RIMS (Remote Intelligent
Monitoring System) infrastructure. Many of the
telemetry packet formats and command were based on
our TacSat-1 formats, we had much infrastructure
existing using COMET. This infrastructure was
migrated over to TIE. Since NRL was responsible for
the end-to-end system in TacSat-1, we were fairly
experienced in what was required on the command and
control side in COMET. NRL has a long experience
adhering to the phase “test like you fly and fly like you
test,” which is essential for space development
programs, to the fidelity that you can afford. In our
experience, the cost is worth it in reduced costs later
during debugging and integration.

COMET in concert with the TIE emulator, bus
emulator, and payload control software layered
architecture served was an enabling tool to allow us to
meet the schedule and cost constraints, and deliver a
valid, tested, ICD compliant system. Even through
current operations, only the NRL COMET implementation has the “feature complete” command and
telemetry database implemented.
COMMANDS AND TELEMETRY

When TIE was delivered to AFRL, a COMET system
was brought out for the verification test suite. COMET
coupled with the IAU-EM provided the foundation for
efficient simulation of the bus and ground
infrastructure.

Engineering Telemetry and Logs
Mentioned briefly above was the contrast between
binary telemetry formats that are typically used in
memory and bandwidth constrained spacecraft
applications and the more free-form information such
as text log files typically used in operating systems.
Binary telemetry files are essential from the standpoint
of efficient data transfer over limited bandwidth data
links and storage in constrained memory. The binary
telemetry formats carry a fair amount of complexity
cost for the efficiency they provide. Rigorous
accounting for bits must be maintained through the
entire payload to bus system, including software in
space and on the ground.
In complex mixed
environments, the endianness of the data becomes

Once TacSat-2 was on-orbit, the role for our bus
emulation infrastructure continued. While RIMS
provided JAVA applets that enabled viewing of
telemetry in real time, only a fraction of the TIE
telemetry was actually built into RIMS telemetry pages.
(There are more than 1000 TIE telemetry items). There
was no implemented means for “playing back'' SSOH
telemetry through RIMS for the TIE payload
independently from the spacecraft bus. Once the SSOH
data was electronically transferred to NRL, it could be
streamed via TCP/IP connection from our server system
Huffine
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important, and in some cases word and byte swapping
may need to be accounted for. The Copperfield-2
FPGA engineer (Don Kremer) implemented very
interesting tools which allowed for automated
production of FPGA address space, documentation, and
other information which allowed for an automated build
system from end-to-end). Whenever binary telemetry is
used a certainly loss in flexibility results as a trade for
the efficiency gained in other areas. The software
engineer can be less spontaneous about deciding to add
a new telemetry point since the impact of that new point
will flow through the entire system.

operating properly, however, the log files tend to be
ignored, and archived for future use. Whenever an
unexpected event occurs, they are the most useful
source of information if they can be acquired.
Direct Command and Telemetry
An interesting construct that we developed during
TacSat-1 and carried through on TacSat-2 that follows
“in the spirit” of text-based logging was the capability
to provide for “direct commands.” Since free-form text
can be difficult to produce and encapsulate into a
packet type of fixed length, multiple direct command
packets could be concatenated together with
“continuation packets” and sent to spacecraft this way.
Once these direct command packets make it to the
spacecraft and into the TIE payload, they are brought
into the command handler process which determines
the command type is “direct”. The contents of that
command are then executed as if the command was
being run from the command line.

In a standard spacecraft development with longer timelines, the effects of fixed binary telemetry may be less
pronounced as the design and implementation process
typically has more formality and rigor. In the TacSat-2
implementation,
we
encountered
numerous
synchronization problems through the entire flow
between payload, bus, and ground systems. These
synchronization problems often manifested themselves
during the use of binary telemetry. Computer
endianness becomes a fairly big problem when dealing
with many computers through the entire chain that may
want to reorder bytes or words depending on their
architecture. Given our specific interest in porting
software across different targets in different
architectures (and operating systems), keeping C
structures designed and properly conditionally
compiled to support those architectures was a
challenge.

The command responses as well as the data from the
command are directed back down to the ground. The
ground software needs to assemble back the direct
command output and provide that to the user. In many
cases its output may be a single line of ASCII text.
However, it also could be hundreds of lines of text that
the user expects to see displayed for them. Of course,
the direct command they are logged on-board and
standard binary telemetry is generated to provide some
insight into how those commands work.

While binary telemetry is essential, the high definition
window into the payload performance utilized the text
log files generated throughout the payload control and
collection software suite. In the tradition of UNIX
computer system, nearly every process and command
generates log files that are written in the read-write
partition of the payload on-board flash memory. Those
log files are downloaded similarly to data products
transferred out of TIE. The use of compression (TIE
uses standard gzip compression (LZ77 and Huffman
coding) optimized to keep the data pipe filled given the
processor loading} keeps log file sizes manageable
(with 4:1 or better compression).

While perhaps an unorthodox method to operate, this
command system essentially provided a console port
capability to login to the payload and execute
commands during a ground contact. There is a lot of
(software) power in this command, and some danger,
certainly. An errant command could render the payload
disabled and then require recovery procedures.
Filesystem permissions were used as a primary security
control method coupled with limited-authority
operational modes, helping to partition the payload
control software into critical fail-safe functionality and
a standard operating mode with less restrictions.

Given their text structure, many standard utilities are
available to parse and manipulate their contents. Over
time, we have developed many scripts which string
these tools together appropriately or to investigate a
particular anomaly that is experienced.
Verbose
logging exists for most software processes, and the log
files are well organized to provide proper date and time
stamps and clear filenames.
Once the log are are
brought to the ground, they are organized in an efficient
manner for exploiting their contents. When all is

Unfortunately, on TacSat-2, the ground and spacecraft
engineers ran out of time and this part of the TIE
command and telemetry system was not implemented.
The direct command structure would have proved to be
useful in addressing one of the anomalies that
periodically needs to be addressed on-board the
spacecraft. Fortunately, other flexible commands are
available to help address those. Our feeling was the
direct commands might provide too much ad-hoc
capability with less accountability (and reproducibility
challenges when unexplained anomalies occur). 4
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TASKING PARADIGM

locations through Two-Line-Element (TLE) files and a
legacy NRL orbit propagation tool called convert. It
also has a list of the possible ground station contact
locations, and can even ingest the AFSCN (Air Force
Satellite Control Network) produced ground contact
XML files. Finally, it understands the locations where
the payload operations should occur, and some basic
limitation of the spacecraft mission requirements and
limitations. Based on these parameters, the tasking tool
can generate SEW files for several days, with many
individual files in the main container script.
Streamlining these script uploads was essential for the
TIE team to ensure that they get on-board each day and
reduce the efforts of the AFRL operators who needed to
upload these files.

The TIE engineers had envisioned a tasking system
where one uploaded task corresponded to one executed
task. The TIE payload allows tasking to be considered
either immediate or timed merely based on the location
of the upload file and a field in the command packet.
Timed commands allow the scripts to be uploaded and
stored until they are scheduled to execute. These are
best for pre-planned taskings that are to happen in the
future.
Immediate tasks, as the name would imply, are
executed immediately (within seconds of the file being
placed in the proper directory). They are useful to
replicate “direct command” if that is not available, or
especially, to execute commands if the payload time
has not been set properly. Interestingly, TIE tasking
scripts are literally Bash (Bourne Again Shell, a
standard UNIX shell and scripting language) scripts,
including the “bin-bash” script executor line as the first
line.

While currently there is less close coupling between the
AFRL planning tools (such as their power tool, called
AMPS) and the NRL tools, we can generate all of the
SEW files regarding to all the scripts we would like to
run. By using the contact list and basic power
constraints, we have done the first pass of integrating
TIE tasking into the large spacecraft view in a level not
originally planned. If an AFRL operations person needs
to cut tasks, they can easily decide to do that by merely
not including that task in their autonomy script -- the
script that actually controls the payload power. When
TIE powers up, and finds it has missed one of the tasks,
it will log it, archive the script, and execute whichever
script is current. When completed, the resulting tasking
files can be combined with the XML files generated by
RIMS and the AFSCN contact tables to generated a
HTML display of the tasking and contact information
as shown in Figure 4.

As we started to fly TacSat-2, we began to understand
that the original paradigm of uploading new script files
for each task we wanted to execute was very expensive
from an up-link perspective. Every contact was
precious, as was every second in every contact. The
RIMS Graphical User Interface (GUI) was designed to
have an operator use a dialog box to locate the file to be
uploaded, which used precious time during the contact,
just hunting around in the Windows directory tree
looking for the right file. TIE tasking files are TAR'd
and compressed by the ground before they are uploaded
in the TacSat-2 implementation that could also take
valuable seconds from the contact.

The flexibility of the container script and task
generation tool even allows it to generate tasking files
that contain maintenance activities. These are basically
generated as macro scripts that contain well-tested
scripted events that are time-agnostic. Once such
activity that we periodically execute involves
reformatting the flash disk. Occasionally, if the payload
is shutdown without a proper shutdown sequence, it can
leave the disk in an ambiguous state. A diskmaintenance activity reformats the read-write partition
and prepares it for use again.

It was at this time SEW files were invented, and they
were the output of the script execution wizard tool that
was built to help generate TIE tasking. SEW files
utilized an capability in Bash scripts to embed freeform text that could be used to generate other files,
called “here documents.” Using this concept, a single
TIE script file could be uploaded to the spacecraft.
Once on-board, the main SEW file executes itself and is
able to self-extract itself into each of the tasks that are
embedded into it. A small additional capability of the
SEW files is that it generates a small amount of
telemetry once it has finished unpacking. That
telemetry, in addition to other telemetry from the
upload manager, allows the ground operator to know
that the file upload made it up to the spacecraft
properly, and further was split into its constituent script
files properly.
The tasking generation tool used to generate these SEW
files has knowledge of the spacecraft and its predicted
Huffine
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even developed that allowed a graphical display of the
TacSat-2 satellite position and sensor footprint in realtime via a network link into Google Earth.
The web site evolved into a daily planning tool,
integrating lists of AFSCN ground station contacts and
testing site overpasses, to display detailed operating
plans. CGI coupled with some open-source software
and a reliable server made for a simple yet effective
tool helpful not only during development testing but
reused during environmental testing analysis and
essential during the rapid pace of on-orbit checkout.
MrRack was even cloned into a MrMiniRack in a much
smaller form factor. MrMiniRack was used during the
integration of the TIE payload into the TacSat-2
spacecraft, and provided a subset of the RF signal
generation capability, and the complete data analysis
system provided by the full-size MrRack. Virtualization
technology was even utilized here to extend the life of
the test set beyond the hardware used.

Figure 4: Tasking Tools Create Web Pages Tied Into
Contact Generator Tool
WEB BASED DATA ANALYSIS TOOLS
As TacSat-1 development and testing progressed, we
soon collected a volume of data and log files that
outstripped our ability to associate, examine, and
compare those files with the evolving commandcommand-line tools. We moved to the point-and-click
era using a web server and a CGI scripts to glue the
command line tools together. Our new test and data
analysis system was named mrRack and it traveled with
the flight hardware to the thermal-vacuum chamber, the
anechoic chamber, and the vibration facility. MrRack
would serve up data files over NFS to the web server
and generate real-time data plots using the gnuplot tool.
The CGI scripts were extended during the TIE
development to support the AIS signal receiver and
other payload enhancements by reusing flight scripts to
search and sort the message data files. Another project
later made use of the core of the web-based data
analysis system in a monitoring application where is
archives hundreds of megabytes of data per day. The
full MrRack system also included RF signal generation
tools that were controlled via an Ethernet-to-GPIB
converter. This allowed the computer system to also
provide signal stimulus to the payload.
At the
completion of an RF stimulation test, the results from
the test could be rapidly scanned to determine proper
operation, or examined in depth for anomaly resolution.

CONCLUSIONS
The Target Indicator Experiment provided an
interesting opportunity to test various concepts in the
area of Operational Responsive Space (ORS) not only
from the hardware and software development
perspective, but also from the perspective of test and
integration. The TIE hardware developers were a
closely coupled but geographically diverse team with
experience spanning from space system development
veterans to those with primarily aviation or ground
system experience - which lead to a very interesting
tension in the team. This tension helps to push the
perceptions of what could and could not be done in a
space payload development.
Working in concert with the Air Force Research
Laboratory engineers and contractors served to reemphasize the need for tightly controlled interface
control documents and payload documentation.
Throughout the TIE development, various levels of
simulation allowed the TIE engineers to use surrogates
to emulate the larger spacecraft and ensure the
payload's compliance with our established ICDs. This
led to a very efficient integration and testing campaign
when the final hardware pieces were integrated with the
spacecraft bus.

The web server was became the hub for data analysis
once TacSat-2 was launched. We quickly added the
Generic Mapping Toolkit (GMT) mapping package to
the web server to view the satellite position as collected
in our GPS files as an aid in understanding tasking
anomalies and collected data characteristics. Data
converters were quickly written using shell-script
constructs to convert TIE data into formats that could
be quickly displayed in Google Earth and Google Maps
Keyhole Markup Language (KML). An application was
Huffine

The use of industry standards (including TCP/IP,
Ethernet, but even less common space standards such as
CCSDS) is essential for meeting very aggressive
schedules and integration challenges. Key to rising to
the integration challenges is making use of various
levels of simulation leading to higher and higher
fidelity models, eventually matching and equaling the
final hardware delivery. In the TIE development, the
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use of LINUX allowed software evolutions to follow
in-step with the hardware developments - progression
from commodity i386 PC architecture computers
through to the final embedded system (using custom
hardware) on-board the spacecraft.

schedules and budgets, TIE has proved that with careful
engineering and experience in space systems,
innovation and radical thinking can result in capable
design and fairly smooth integration with high-reuse of
components and tools across the life-cycle of a payload.

Throughout the TacSat-1 and TIE development process,
the team has been very impressed by the use of
commercial-off-the-shelf commodity components for a
vast array of equipment utilized in TIE from RF
components to CompactFlash cards (similar to what
might be used in a digital camera) to aerospace quality
items such as the GPS receiver. On-orbit experience has
proved the surprising robustness of these components,
albeit in a fairly benign low-earth orbit environment.
Even with the use of these commodity components,
rigorous (although appropriately) tailored testing
verified component suitability for space flight.
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Finally, the same development philosophy that lead to
the creation of the script-wrapped command line utility
naturally extended to the test and checkout, and an
entire infrastructure to support data viewing and
analysis. What began as a simple web-CGI architecture
to support basic verification of data from the payload
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The TacSat-1 payload introduced some fairly
interesting ideas in the area of payload development
and operation, but TacSat-2/TIE made it into orbit and
was able to test out many of these ideas. While some
trades have to be made to support extraordinary
Huffine
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